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DCGI approves anti-COVID drug
developed by DRDO for emergency use
PIB
New Delhi, May 08:
An
anti-COVID-19
therapeutic application of the
drug 2-deoxy-D-glucose (2DG) has been developed by
Institute of Nuclear Medicine
and Allied Sciences (INMAS),
a lab of Defence Research and
Development Organisation
(DRDO), in collaboration with
Dr Reddy’s Laboratories
(DRL), Hyderabad. Clinical
trial results have shown that
this molecule helps in faster
recovery of hospitalised
patients
and
reduces
supplemental
oxygen
dependence.
Higher
proportion of patients treated
with 2-DG showed RT-PCR
negative conversion in COVID
patients. The drug will be of
immense benefit to the people
suffering from COVID-19.
Pursuing Prime Minister
Narendra Modi’s call for
preparedness against the
pandemic, DRDO took the
initiative of developing antiCOVID
therapeutic
application of 2-DG. In April
2020, during the first wave of
the pandemic, INMAS-DRDO

scientists
conducted
laboratory experiments with
the help of Centre for Cellular
and Molecular Biology
(CCMB), Hyderabad and
found that this molecule works
effectively against SARSCoV-2 virus and inhibits the
viral growth. Based on these
results, Drugs Controller
General of India’s (DCGI)
Central Drugs Standard
Control
Organization
(CDSCO) permitted Phase-II
clinical trial of 2-DG in COVID19 patients in May 2020.
The DRDO, along with its
industry partner DRL,
Hyderabad, started the clinical
trials to test the safety and
efficacy of the drug in COVID19 patients. In Phase-II trials
(including dose ranging)
conducted during May to
October 2020, the drug was
found to be safe in COVID-19
patients
and
showed
significant improvement in
their recovery. Phase IIa was
conducted in six hospitals and
Phase IIb (dose ranging)
clinical trial was conducted at
11 hospitals all over the
country. Phase-II trial was
conducted on 110 patients.

In efficacy trends, the patients
treated with 2-DG showed
faster symptomatic cure than
Standard of Care (SoC) on
various
endpoints.
A
significantly favourable trend
(2.5 days difference) was seen
in terms of the median time to
achieving normalisation of
specific vital signs parameters
when compared to SoC.
Based on successful results,
DCGI further permitted the
Phase-III clinical trials in
November 2020. The Phase-III
clinical trial was conducted on
220
patients
between
December 2020 to March 2021
at 27 COVID hospitals in Delhi,
Uttar Pradesh, West Bengal,
Gujarat,
Rajasthan,
Maharashtra,
Andhra
Pradesh,
Telangana,
Karnataka and Tamil Nadu.
The detailed data of phase-III
clinical trial was presented to
DCGI. In 2-DG arm,
significantly
higher
proportion of patients
improved symptomatically
and became free from
supplemental
oxygen
dependence (42% vs 31%) by
Day-3 in comparison to SoC,
indicating an early relief from

Oxygen therapy/dependence.
The similar trend was
observed in patients aged
more than 65 years. On May
01, 2021, DCGI granted
permission for Emergency Use
of this drug as adjunct therapy
in moderate to severe COVID19 patients. Being a generic
molecule and analogue of
glucose, it can be easily
produced and made available
in plenty in the country.
The drug comes in powder
form in sachet, which is taken
orally by dissolving it in water.
It accumulates in the virus
infected cells and prevents
virus growth by stopping viral
synthesis
and
energy
production. Its selective
accumulation in virally
infected cells makes this drug
unique.
In the ongoing second
COVID-19 wave, a large
number of patients are facing
severe oxygen dependency
and need hospitalisation. The
drug is expected to save
precious lives due to the
mechanism of operation of the
drug in infected cells. This
also reduces the hospital stay
of COVID-19 patients.

SC orders release of Citizenship of Dr.
prisoners
Nehginpao Kipgen
questioned

Agency
New Delhi, May 08:

Taking
note
of
an
“unprecedented surge” in
COVID-19 cases in the
country, the Supreme Court
today passed directions for
decongestion of prisons and
ordered forthwith release of all
those prisoners who were
granted bail or parole last year
in view of the pandemic.
A bench comprising Chief
Justice NV Ramana and
Justices L Nageswara Rao and
Surya Kant said that all those
prisoners who were allowed to
go out on bail in March last
year by the high-powered
committees of states and

Union Territories (UTs), set up
following the Supreme Court’s
order, be granted the same
relief
without
reconsideration by HPCs to
avoid delay.
“Further we direct that, those
inmates who were granted
parole, pursuant to our earlier
orders, should be again
granted parole for a period of
90 days in order to tide over
the pandemic,” the bench
said in its order uploaded on
the top court’s website today.
Referring to a judgement, the
Sup reme Cour t as ked
authorit ies not t o arr est
mechanically in cases where
the maximum sentence is up
to seven years of jail term.

IT News
Imphal, May 08:
A statement by the Coordinating Body Khurai said
that Late Dr. Nehginpao
Kipgen who had succumbed
to Covid 19 at New Dehi on
May 2021 is not a citizen of
India. The statement said that
Late Dr. Nehginpao was born
in Teijang , Chin state
(Myanmar in the year 1975
and thus is a citizen of
Myanmar by birth..
When the organisation
mourn the demise of the Dr.

Nehginpao Kipgen, it
question its citizenship as
Indian.
“His conversion to
Indian Citizenship was
questionable even after he
had completed his gorien
degree with Indian
Passport and need to send
his dead body to his native
place of birth after his
death for Burial”, the
statement signed by
Moirangthem Loyalakpa
Meetei , Assiatant Coordinator , of the
organisation said.

Maliyapham Palcha kumsing 3418

Fire on board aircraft carrier
INS Vikramaditya, all
personnel safe
IT Correspondent
Mumbai, May 08:
A minor fire on board
India’s aircraft carrier INS
Vikramaditya, docked in
Karnataka’s Karwar harbour
on Saturday morning.
”The
ship’s
duty
personnel observed smoke
emanating from the part of the
warship
having
accommodation for sailors.
The fire was promptly put off
the fire and all personnel on
board have been accounted
for and no major damage has
been reported. An inquiry into
the incident is being ordered,
a Navy statement stated.
The warship is a modified
Kiev-class aircraft carrier
purchased by India from
Russia in 2013 and was
renamed in honour of
Vikramaditya, the legendary
emperor.
Originally built as “Baku”

The news story published
in the Sangai Express (English)
dated 8th May 2021 (Page no.
6, Column 3) titled
“Government releases Rs. 83.6
cr. for job card wage” has
attempted to portray the image
and status of elected
representatives of Panchayati
Raj Institutions of Manipur.
Talking to this reporter,
Seram Neken, ZP Member of
Imphal East District stated that
in the news report, the Rural
Development & Panchayati
Raj Minister of Manipur is
quoted
as
saying
“Government has released Rs.
83.6 crore as wage component
under MGNREGS” (2nd

paragraph of the news report).
However, in the sanction letter
issued by RD &PR Dept.
Government of Manipur (File
no. CELL-101/3/2020-RD and
PR-RD&PR dated 21st April
2021) addressed to the District
Programme Coordinators of all
districts, it is clearly mentioned
that “ an amount of Rs.
8366.18 lakh being payment of
Grants-in-aid of the 2nd
installment of 1st tranche of
central assistance towards
wage,
material
and
administrative component for
FY 2020-2021 for clearance of
pending liabilities in respect of
16 districts of Manipur”, he
stated.
Hence, the amount is not
meant for payment of wages
only, it is for payment of wages,

material & administrative
components. Therefore, the
statement made by the Minister
is quite irresponsible and it
should not be repeated, he
warned.
Again the news report also
quoted the Minister saying that
“some ZP and representatives
from PRIs are trying to utilize
funds meant for Wages in some
other areas”. Neken clarified
that the elected PRIs have no
authority to utilize the funds in
any other areas. The RD&PR
Department, Government of
Manipur is the sole authority
to allocate funds, sanction and
release funds as per guidelines,
he alleged.
It is well known to the
general public, and the
Minister is supposed to have

knowledge on such matters. It
is doubtful why a responsible
Minister makes such baseless
and unfounded statements in
the media, he stated.
Why does the Minister
allege
some
PRI
representatives as utilizing
funds “in some other areas”,
which is not in the hands of
PRI representatives, he asked.
The Minister is supposedly
trying to malign the image of
some
elected
local
representatives with false
charges, Neken charged.
It is unfortunate that the
RD&PR Department is not
acting uniformly in release of
MGNREGS funds. Some Gram
Panchayats got wage
components, and some
others
got
material

and commissioned in 1987, the
war ship was renamed
“Admiral Gorshkov” in 1991,
but was deactivated in 1996
because she was too
expensive to operate on a
post-Cold War budget. This
attracted the attention of
India, which was looking for a
replacement to aging INS Viraat
(which was subsequently
decommissioned in March

2017).
INS Vikramaditya, a
floating airfield, has an overall
length of 284 metres and a
maximum beam of 60 metres,
stretching as much as three
football fields put together.
Standing about 20 storeys tall
from the keel to the highest
point, the ship has a total of
22 decks and carries around
1600 personnel.

After CM reviews COVID
situation through video
conference, District
Administrations clamps ‘Curfew’
IT News
Imphal, May 08:
Amid sudden upsurge of
COVID-19 positive cases,
Chief Minister N. Biren Singh
reviewed the present situation
in a virtual interaction with
DCs, SPs, CMOs of different
districts and doctors of RIMS,
JNIMS and COVID Care
Centres yesterday. Following
the directives of the Chief
Minister,
District
Administrations of Valley area
had imposed curfew in their
respective jurisdiction.

ZP member S. Niken bullshits RD & PR Minister’s
statement published at media
IT News
Imphal, May 08:
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components. Whose mistake
is this, he queried. The
Concerned department must
look
after
all
these
irregularities, he advised.
According to ZP Member
Seram
Neken,
such
irresponsible statements
should not come from a
Minister. He must efficiently
look after the affairs in his
department before going to the
media, added Neken.
Interacting with this
reporter, Seram Neken said
elected PRI representatives
have no authority to take funds
and utilise in their own
discretion. Everything is to be
controlled through concerned
officials of the department. ZP/
Pradhans are not above the
Minister, he added.

Almost all area of valley
district bore deserted looks
with shops and all shorts of
business
establishments
remain closed and vehicles or
commuters off the streets.
Speaking during the video
conference, the Chief Minister
expressed serious concern
over the sudden rise in the
number of casualties and
positive cases in the past
couple of days. He urged the
district administrations and the
doctors
to
strengthen
measures to save lives and put
in best efforts to flatten the
COVID curve.
For this, the Chief Minister
stated, all the DCs are
authorized to declare curfew in
their respective jurisdictions.
They are also permitted to hire
required vehicles and engage
necessary manpower on daily
wage basis. An order to this
effect would also be issued by
the State Government soon,
he added.
N. Biren Singh further said
that as announced earlier, the

Government would prioritize
those medical personnel, who
have completed 100 days of
COVID-19 duties, for
Government recruitments.
Moreover,
dedicated
personnel in hospitals and
COVID Care Centres would be
awarded special incentives as
well, he added.
The Chief Minister also
directed all concerned to do
whatever possible to reduce
people’s inconvenience in
hospitalization and getting
treatment. He also asked the
doctors to attend the patients
to their satisfaction in the
COVID wards in regular
intervals.
PHE Minister L. Dikho,
Forest and Environment
Minister Awangbow Newmai,
Hill Areas Committee Chairman
K. Leishiyo, Advisor to CM
(Health) Dr. S. Ranjan, DGP
L.M. Khaute, Additional Chief
Secretary M.H. Khan and
other officials were also
present at the video
conference.
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Whatwould Mother Earth
say on Mothers’Day
Introduction
Each year, the International Mothers’ Day
celebration, falling during the spring season
reminds us of the caring, nurturing,
procreating qualities of mothers – humans,
animals, insects, the earth. At this horrific
COVID-19 second wave, let us have an
ecological reflection as we commemorate and
thank our human mothers on this special day.
By - Fr Paul Lelen Haokip
A critique of ecologically destructive
developmental models (Baviskar, 1999) harmful to mothers is a much-needed
reflection for Mothers’ Day without which mothers will cease to survive.
Motherhood is sacred but fragile. It is a blessing to the wise but a disaster
to the selfish. Let us wish all mothers, to be mothers and mother earth a
very happy Mother’s Day.
Motherhood in a patriarchal society
The Northeast tribes in India arevastly patriarchal as if it is a
quintessential social model.Verbally, mothers are depicted as being
respected and cared but in reality, they are seldom included as elected
representatives or involved in community decisions, excluded in property
heritage except for the Khasis,Garos, Pnar/Jaintiawho follow matrilineal
tradition(Beth, 2018).Largely, it is the menfolk who decide. Women and
children just obey. The only option left for mothers is the procreative
power that men lack. The
agrarian work of sowing,
planting, nurturing, flowering,
fruiting, harvest are the
ultimate expressions of
motherhood (womanhood).
This is their power, existential
reality and significant sign of
their presence in society. This
is the social space, the
femineitythey occupy –
powerful indeed but almost
deliberately ignored by the
patriarchal
societal
arrangement.
Mother earth speaks
Mother earth has spoken
in varied styles and continues
to voice its concern. It has
spoken to humans through
wind, rain, drought, flood,
heat, epidemic, etc. Mother
earth says, “I am providing
about 550 litres of pure oxygen
to a normal adult human being
but you are deliberately
destroying trees and bamboos
which produce oxygen. I am
sustaining you with rivers,
animals, insects, plants for
your existence. Humans have
been plagued by myopic vision
of life – gathering and
exploiting me for your selfish short visit on this earth. You have been
thoughtless about the future of your generations. You have forgotten
that you cannot carry anything from this earth at death. Give me a space
that you may live longer with cleaner air quality. Anthropogenic climate
change is a real phenomenon (Chundattu, 2020) affecting all ecosystems.
Act or I will react.”
Mother earth’s right
Mother earth sustains the existence of all beings as far as possible.
Tecumseh, a Native American warrior of dignity and domineering
personality is attributed to have said when his father (General Harrison)
invited him to sit beside him, “My father invites me to a seat? The sun is
my father, and the Earth is my mother, and I will repose upon her bosom”
(Gerard DeGroot, 2021). At the ultimate time (death), mother earth owns
the right of Tecumseh and not Harrison. Human beings ascribe
themselves “Human Rights”. It is high time that all animate and inanimate
beings are also accorded “Rights” for survival. Bolivia has established
eleven rights for nature among which includes the right to life and to
exist; the right to continue vital cycles and processes free from human
alteration; the right to pure water and clean air; the right to balance; the
right not to be polluted; and the right to not have cellular structure
modified or genetically altered.(Vidal, 2011). This would entail respect
for all things on the earth.
What humans can do
Increase reverence for mothers and decrease hegemonic patriarchal
rule; increase respect for trees and decrease carbon footprint; resurrect
the indigenous ecological spirituality of respect for mothers (and mother
earth) as partners and not as mere entities for exploitation; remember
that “one of the first conditions of happiness is that the link between
man and nature shall not be broken” (Leo Tolstoy); consider every
ecosystem as sacred and realize that the earth can survive without
humans but not vice versa; begin a local level of conscious
anthropomorphization which is the tendency to ascribe humanlike
features and mental states, such as free will and consciousness to
nonhuman beings or inanimate agents (Sacch et al, 2013); remember that
spending just 20 minutes connecting with nature can help lower stress
hormone levels (Frontiers in Psychology, 2019):those who have access to
libraries and universities should extend their knowledge to grassroots
level for a bottom-up model society.
The author is a PhD Research Scholar, Department of Sociology &
Social Work, CHRIST (Deemed to be University), Bangalore, India.
Email: paulhowkeep20@gmail.com

“You have been
thoughtless about
the future of your
generations. You
have forgotten that
you cannot carry
anything from this
earth at death.
Give me a space
that you may live
longer with cleaner
air quality.
Anthropogenic
climate change is a
real phenomenon
(Chundattu, 2020)
affecting all
ecosystems. Act or
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How to prepare for
NEET 2021 amidst
Second wave of
Coronavirus (COVID-19)
By - Vijay GarG
India is experiencing the second
wave of COVID. The number of
cases of COVID second wave is
increasing rapidly, which again
puts all aspirants under stress.
Medical aspirants across the globe
must be wondering how to prepare
for NEET 2021 in Coronavirus
(COVID-19). Since moving out of
houses is being restricted
candidates must be looking for
creative ideas to prepare for NEET
2021 at home.
The single national level medical
entrance examination is very
competitive and is a one-time
opportunity for medical aspirants
to get a seat in the college of their
choice. One-time opportunity
because NEET is conducted once
a year and will be the basis for
admission to 83,075 MBBS , 26,949
BDS , 52,720 AYUSH, 525 BVSc,
and AH seats. Medical aspirants
can check this article titled ‘How
to prepare for NEET 2021 amidst
Coronavirus (COVID-19)’ for all
tips and tricks they are looking for.
Due to the increasing number of
COVID cases, in the coming days
situations might worsen where the
restriction on moving out of the
houses might become more
stringent. In such circumstances,
candidates might have no clue as
to how to prepare for NEET 2021
amidst Coronavirus (COVID-19).
Look for engaging and informative
youtube videos - Since candidates
will be at home
Make DIYs to understand your
topics - To make study interesting
medical aspirants can also take up
DIY projects on their own on topics
that are related to their examination
of NEET. This will keep them
entertained as well as they will be
able to memorize that subjects well
Engage in discussions with your

siblings (if any) - If candidates have
siblings or for that matter any other
person of intellect in their family
who has a significant amount of
knowledge on their topics, they
should engage in healthy and
productive discussions with them.
By doing this they will attain a lot
more clarity on their topics and
weaknesses.
Take enough rest and a balanced
diet - Medical aspirants should make
sure that their health is absolutely
fine. Failing to do this might have
serious repercussions as they might
have to drop out this year. All their
preparations might go in vain.
Since candidates will now be doing
most of their preparation from home
it is essential that they keep in mind
certain things doing which might
hamper their preparations for NEET
2021 .
Do not waste your time - It is
strongly advised that the duration
spent at home is not wasted in
playing online games or enjoying
leisure time on social networking
sites. Aspirants must make sure that
if they use these devices it is only
for educational purposes.
Candidates must not adapt a
relaxant attitude - Since candidates
will be spending most of their time
at home they must not adapt a
carefree attitude instead they
should seize every opportunity
they get to boost their NEET 2021
preparations amidst the outbreak
of Coronavirus.
Do not become a trouble for your
parents - In such situations parents
are already facing trouble due to
the global scenario and are equally
worried about the examination. On
top of this if they find candidates
not serious about the exam their
mental pressure might double. So,
it is advised that aspirants do not
give them any additional pressure.
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Why “LIKE”?
By: Heisnam Lakeshwar Singh
Head (Academic & Admin), JCRE Global College, Babupara, Imphal
I am not writing about why you like the color of shirt you wear, not
about why you like the girl you love and also not about why you like the
place where you are staying. I am writing about “like” button, most liked
by people in Facebook. This “Like” is the shortest communication in
Facebook, which says whatever you mean to say. Does its meaning ends
at “I like your post”?
Let us explore more if you also do not have work like me (on this Saturday
afternoon).
1) We like the post because we like the comment or picture whatever
updated. The question is why we like that update? Does it because of the
quality of the post, I mean the beauty of the picture, the funniness of the
video and the meaning of the comment or post? Or is the reason just
because we like the person who updates the post? Hmm food for thought!
2) When someone wishes us happy birthday, we like the post and do
not reply. Here does the like means “Thank you for your wishes”? And
sometime we hit the “Like” button as well and replied “Thank You”. In this
case are we thanking twice? And when we replied “Thank you”, he/she
just liked my comment. Does it mean “You are Welcome”?
3) In a group or in our friend circle there are few people who like all the
comments or posts. Whatever the post it is, they just like it (I am not
talking about those who like only the posts they like). The red coloured
signal we saw in the left corner of Facebook page is the thing that motivates
the users. He/she must be very caring and nurturing type personality
because when your post is sitting alone in the group page, when nobody
gives interest on it, he feels sad about your comment and obviously about
your feeling, so in-order to encourage you or motivate you he/she comes
and hit the button “Like”. It means he/she is empathetic too. And if he/she
happens to be the owner/admin of the group, it means he is a good leader
or administrator who motivates every member to participate to make the
group lively. Does it mean he is a good leader, very good at motivating his
group members? Hmmm trying to judge the personality of the people
don‘Like”!!!
4) And sometime, obviously it was not happen to me, some person just
hit the “Like” button only for a particular person (hmmm partiality in
facebook likes!!), doesn’t matter how the post is. Almost similar example
is, it happens to the girls with beautiful profile picture as well as in reality,
many smart boys hit that button whatever she posted, and the number of
like is more for a girl whose relationship status shows single. In slightly
different example a single particular person starts liking all your comments,
even the most stupid one and all the time, say almost more than six month
it happens continuously, it means he/she cares you or like you or ..........
(You yourself fill up the blank according to the relationship you have with
him/her— sister, brother, friend whatever), but it depends on the frequency
of your updates.
5) This “Like” sometime can be worked as feedback of our actions. For
example if you want to judge the quality of your post you can count the
number of like. More the number of like means better the quality. There is
an exception; number of likes depends on number of active friends. In this
case any unknown person to you but friend of your friend hit the button
“Like” you can conclude your comment is good.
I think I can write more on this “Like” of Facebook. But looking your
interest I am closing here. And I promise I will not judge your “like” on my
Facebook page. haha
The writer can be reached to:lakeboy07gmail.com
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Goa suspends film/TV shootings in view of the
unprecedented rise in COVID-19 cases
By Raju Vernekar
Mumbai, May 8:
The Government of Goa has
suspended all film and TV serial
shootings
considering
the
unprecedented rise in the number
of COVID-19 cases in the state, thus
bringing the shootings to immediate
halt.
The Government of Goa decided
to suspend the shootings after MLA
Vijay Sardesai (Goa Forward Party)
visited one of the shooting venue
and demanded that the shooting be
stopped forthwith.
The Entertainment Society of
Goa (ESG) in a circular stated that
as per the directions of the
Government of Goa, film shooting
in the state in both private and
public properties have been
suspended until further orders. All
NOCs that have been issued by this
office stand suspended with effect
from May 06,2021. The Line
Producers of ESG and all concerned
are hereby instructed to strictly
comply with the same, the circular
added.
However Jamnadas Majethia,
Chairman, the Indian Film and
Televis ion Producers Council
(IFTPC) pointed out that in view of
the COVID-19 restrictions the film/
TV serial makers will not be able to
return to Maharashtra and will be in
further trouble. He urged the Goa

Government to allow the shooting
at closed spots, with due adherence
of COVID-19 protocol.
After a semi lock down in
Maharashtra many producers had
temporarily shifted their base to Goa,
Diu, Daman and Hyderabad to
complete their incomplete projects.
The shooting of over 12 films and a
dozen Hindi and Marathi serials and
realty shows was on in Goa.
However now with immediate ban
all the projects have come to
screeching halt.
In another development due to
the COVID-19 pandemic, the 4th
Goa Anti-tobacco Film Festival 2021
that was scheduled on May 31, 2021
has been postponed until further
notice. The ESG in association with
the Department of Public Health
Dentistry, Goa Dental College and

Shooting at Goa
Hospital had planned the 4th Goa
Anti – Tobacco Film Festival. The
festival aimed
To exhibit the Ad Films
communicating the message of
harmful effects of tobacco use and
its ill effects, to decrease the
occurrence of Oral Cancer and heart
disease and to promote film art
through non-profit screening of
these films. The ultimate objective
of the festival was to render Goa
smoke free.
The ESG had recently renovated
and refurbished ESG Multiplex to
the general public in a ceremony
held in Panaji, Goa in March this
year. The ceremony was graced by
ESG Vice Chairman Shubash Phal
Desai, ESG CEO Dr. Tariq Thomas
and ESG General Manager Mrunal

Walke.
The ESG Multiplex brings to the
people
outs tanding
and
captivating movies from across the
world, one-year post-pandemic.
ESG Multiplex has state-of-the-art
facilities with 4 screens that include
comfortable seating comprising
recliner seats and a Dolby Atmos
sound system for a better sound
and viewing experience to match
international standards. The
multiplex also has a Cafe Unwind
to entice the palates of Goans.
Founded by the Government of
Goa in 2004, the ESG is the
first event and entertainment
agency across Goa. It has been
started with one focused, single
idea in mind to bring the best of
the events, film festivals, and
creative minds of the vibrant
entertainment industry from all
over the globe at one place, on one
platform, and to make Goa the hub
of this industry. Also, ESG’s
dedicated single window system
for film shooting is framed along
with the ease of doing business
thus attracting more filmmakers to
Goa.
International Film Festival of
India is conducted jointly by the
Union Ministry of Information and
Broadcasting,
and
Goa
Government, executed through its
nodal agencies Directorate of Film
Festival and ESG respectively.
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